Resolution to Protect and Preserve the Welfare and Rights of Stevens
County Residents

Whereas: The residents, their welfare, and rights are the paramount concern of the County
Commission and
Whereas: The goal of the United Nations is a global government under a centralized governing
body and
Whereas: That governing body is under the many facets and administration of the United
Nations and currently exists in the form of Watershed Planning, Agenda21, Growth
Management, and other agencies and
Whereas: These agencies and their various forms are currently operating in Stevens County and
Whereas: These agencies manifest policies that are contradictory to our Constitutionally
enumerated God-given rights including but not limited to the rights to: Life, Liberty, and Pursuit
of Happiness and
Whereas: These United Nations outposts were instituted without consent of the affected and
Whereas: These institutions are engaged in the usurpation of our Constitutional rights as an
unelected Foreign Government and
Whereas: Such governance by unelected Foreign Governments is contradictory to the
Constitution of the State of Washington and the Constitution of the United States and
Whereas: These agencies and their policies are detrimental to our way of life, our acts of
commerce, our right to self determination, our rights to use our property as we see fit and
come at great cost in terms of lost personal revenue and loss of tax revenues and
Whereas: We as residents of Stevens County intend to exercise our Constitutional rights and
God-given rights without foreign intervention and without harassment from unelected entities
and
Whereas: We do not see that the United Nations has any right or aegis to exercise such
limitations and restrictions upon the residents of Stevens County under the laws of our land

Therefore: We reject any governance by any foreign government, we reject any expenses or
loss of income incurred due to policies of unelected foreign governments, and do not believe
that we need to look to the United Nations for direction or protection for any reason.

Be it resolved: The County Commission hereby bars any Foreign Government from usurping the
rights of its citizens now and in the future.
Be It Resolved: We, the County Commission hereby reject the United Nations’ attempts to
regulate and administrate any functions of the government of Stevens County and its citizens.
Be It Resolved: We the County Commission hereby bar any funding for any Foreign Government
in general and the United Nations in particular now and in the future.
Be It Resolved: Any agency or project currently being funded by the tax revenues of the citizens
of Stevens County immediately cease and desist all actions.
Be It Resolved: That any such agency or project withdraw all fines, assessments, and restrictions
imposed, and remove themselves from the boundaries of Stevens County.
Be It Resolved: Any legal or court actions now under way by any foreign government in general
or the United Nations and its affiliates in particular be withdrawn immediately.
Be It Resolved: That any property taken under color of law by any usurpatious foreign
government in general and the United Nations and or its affiliates in particular immediately be
restored to their rightful owners in full and compensation given for the time of inconvenience
or be fined $1,000,000.00 dollars per day until such reconveyance is completed.
Be It Resolved: That if any agency of any foreign government in general and the United Nations
and its affiliates in particular attempt to ignore or disregard this resolution in part or whole,
they will be jailed in contempt and fined $1,000,000.00 per day until they restore the rights and
property of the affected.

